We prove a Baire category theorem for continuous lattices and derive category theorems for non-Hausdorff spaces which imply a category theorem of Isbel I 's and have applications to the spectral theory of C*-algebras. The same lattice theoretical methods yield a proof of de Groot's category theorem for regular subc ompac t spac e s.
Background and main results
A topological space is a Baire space if any countable intersection of dense open sets is dense. The classical result on such spaces is the category theorem of Baire.
THEOREM A (Baire). A space is a Baire space if it is locally compact Hausdorff or completely metrizable.
This theorem is eminently useful in analysis and topological algebra; one need only recall the open mapping theorems for topological groups and topological vector spaces (see, for example, [7] , p. 120) or of theorems in which joint continuity of a two variable function is deduced from separate continuity (see, for example, [ 7 ] , p. 121, [73] , [74] , [75] ). Basic properties of Baire spaces and their applications are developed in standard texts such as Bourbaki's [7] . The Baire category theorem is in reality two theorems in one; it was de Groot who succeeded in finding a common generalisation of the two. He formulated the following condition [7] . In fact, de Groot establishes more general category theorems in which higher cardinals replace countability [7] ; a gap in his proof was only recently closed by Fleischer [4] . In the paper before us higher cardinals will not be the issue.
DEFINITION B (de Groot
Another category theorem arising in functional analysis is perhaps less known; it is due to Choquet and is published in [3] .
THEOREM D (Choquet). The space of extreme points of a compact convex set in a locally convex toipological vector space is a Baire space.
If one now considers the dual of a C*-algebra A with the weak topology and therein the set Special cases:
(1) Let X = M be the set of natural numbers in their natural order.
Then X is a locally quasicompact T -space which is not a Baire space, since the intersection of the dense open sets U , n (. IN , is empty.
(2) Let X = ft be the set of all countable ordinals in their natural order. Then X is a locally quasicompact T Baire space.
Before we further discuss non-separated spaces we need to introduce a property, which arises very naturally in algebraic geometry and in the spectral theory of rings and algebras and which partially makes up for the loss of separation. Firstly, a closed subset A of a space X is called [7 6 ] and in his mathematical foundation of computation. In topology and topological algebra, continuous lattices occur frequently as I pointed out in my survey article [9] ; a general treatment of continuous lattices is about to become available [6] .
Among the numerous characterisations of continuous lattices, the one using an auxiliary relation is still the most convenient and straightforward for the definition: B a i r e s p a c e s a n d c o n t i n u o u s l a t t i c e s 2 6 9 countable T n -spaces X for which 0(X) is a continuous l a t t i c e , but in which every quasicompact set has empty i n t e r i o r . Nevertheless, spaces for which 0{X) i s a continuous l a t t i c e behave in many respects l i k e locally compact spaces. This j u s t i f i e s the following definition [77] . [5] 
• Notice that if L = 0(X) for a sober space X , this says precisely that X is a Baire space. Now we are ready for the main theorem.
MAIN THEOREM 1.6. Every continuous lattice is a Baire lattice.
Before we proceed to the proof and a discussion we derive the relevant topological corollary. An immediate translation yields Notice that Theorem 1.6 is more general than Theorem 1.7 since it does not require distributivity of the lattice. We will in fact provide a lattice theoretical theorem which will both imply our main theorem and de Groot's Theorem C. It should be interesting to observe how regularity intercedes in the latter.
We saw that for quasi-locally compact spaces, sobriety implies the Baire space property. Example 1.1 (2) shows that the converse fails. How Taking Corollary 1.9 together with Dixmier's category theorem (Theorem E) we deduce that Prim A is sober for any separable C*-algebra A , since the primitive ideal space of a separable C-algebra is second countable. The lattice of closed two sided ideals of A is isomorphic to O(Prim A) . Hence we know that Prim A is sober if and only if every closed prime ideal is primitive. Thus we obtain the following corollary, for which a different proof is given in [3] , p. 79.
COROLLARY 1.10. In a separable C*-algebra every closed two-sided prime ideal is the kernel of an irreducible representation.
In the absence of more precise information, let us denote by PRIM A the space of closed two sided prime ideals of a C-algebra A . Then PRIM A = (Prim A)", and as a consequence of the fact that the spectrum of a continuous lattice is locally quasicompact and sober and of our results above we may record PROPOSITION 1.11. The space PRIM A is a locally quasicompact sober T Q Baire space for any C*-algebra A .
I wish to acknowledge a seminar discussion with Horst Leptin who asked me whether there was an access to the Baire space property of primitive ideal spectra of C-algebras through continuous lattices. I s t i l l cannot answer this affirmatively, but his question led me to the main theorem. (1) x -< y implies x 5 y ;
An extra order is said to be regular, if, in addition, it also satisfies (L, «) ) (see [6] , 1-3.1). a
We are now ready for the key lemma, whose proof for continuous lattices is Keimel's streamlined version of my original proof. Since b a £ £> , we can apply Definition 2.1 (2) to obtain b --< Z> . Similarly, from 2 > a . 5 a n we obtain b , -< a , via n+1 n w n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1
Definition 2.1 (2), which implies b , 2 a , by Definition 2.1 (l). We for all x € L .
We return for a moment to another class of de Groot lattices, which in fact suggested the name. Proof. We apply Lemma 2.11 with the continuous lattice +p in place of L , with p in place of 0 and with +p n X in place of X . It remains to show that +p n X is irreducible in X . Suppose then +p n X = A u 4 2 with two closed subsets of +p n X . Since every closed subset is an intersection of basic ones we may assume that A. and Aâ re basic. Then they are of the form A = X\+F with two finite sets n n F , n = 1, 2 , of L . Since A = +p n A , we have j; n tf n +p = A^ n + (f V p) , and so we may assume that F c +p , for n = 1, 2 . Since X is order generating, we have p = inf(+p n X) = inf[A ± U A^ > inf(? u ? 2 ) 2 p .
Since p is irreducible, this implies p € P. or p € P« , and this means \p n X <^ A or +p n X c 4 and this shows that +p n X is irreducible. E As a corollary we now prove Proposition 1.8. By the results of [77] , we may assume that X is an order generating subset of the spectrum IRR L of a continuous Heyting algebra L , and we know from [77] , that X is sober if and only if X = IRR L . If this condition holds, then X is locally quasicompact sober, and then so is every closed subspace. Thus X = IRR^L if and only if (l) implies (2) and (2) 
